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The bestselling WWII memoir of an American Spitfire pilot and legendary Prisoner of War
escape artist.American Bill Ash went from Hobo to hero as he joined up to fly Spitfires for the
RAF in 1940, before the United States entered the war.Shot down in 1942, the French
Resistance helped him on the run until the Gestapo caught and tortured him, then sentenced
him to death as a spy. He was saved by the Luftwaffe and put in legendary Great Escape camp
Stalag Luft III, thanking them by escaping a dozen times, over the wire, under it or straight
though it. He became one of the great ‘escape artists’ of the war, risking all for that elusive ‘home
run’.“Totally spellbinding. Bill Ash makes Steve McQueen look like Jim Carrey” – Alan Plater"A
story of bravery, humor and never-say-die” – The Times, London"Under the Wire makes the
reader want to stand up and cheer!” – Charles Rollings, Wire & Walls“One of the most
inspirational stories I’ve ever read. A wonderful book about a wonderful man” – Robert Elms,
BBCThis is the first North American paperback, but Under the Wire is already a bestseller in the
UK, topping Ebook Library UK's History, WWII and Biography charts. It has gained 33 reader
reviews on Ebook Library UK, 32 five-star and one four star. Here are a few excerpts:*****
Enthralled! By R.B. LeeBeing ex-forces, and in my 40's, the daring-do books about the SAS and
the Gulf Wars have been high on my agenda. I happened to see 'Under the wire' and thought "I'd
give it a go". My opinion - absolutely brilliant! I couldn't put it down. I'd love to meet Bill Ash,
shake him by the hand, and know I've met one of the most inspirational characters that ever
walked this earth.***** Inspiring By Jim SellsIt is Story that makes this book so amazing: all at
once it manages to be incredibly moving, heart-warming, hilarious, disturbing and inspiring. To
come out the other side of these experiences with the deep love for people that Bill Ash clearly
has, just goes to show what an amazing human being he must be.***** Exceptional By Timothy
De FerrarsThis book is exceptional. Ash is candid about his motives for fighting; he reveals hot-
headed fury at those who had started the war. Never afraid to reveal his feelings, Ash is always
witty and ironic. The book is thoroughly modern and easy to read, yet it evokes wartime life as
vividly as if it were yesterday.***** A blockbuster of Escapology By Joanne IsaakBreathtaking!
Riveting, exciting, and spellbinding! Mr. Ash lived it, Mr. Foley brought it alive. Don't begin
reading late in the day or you'll lose a whole night of sleep.***** Bravo Misters Ash and Foley! By
Jane RosenI have Misters Ash and Foley to blame for 2 nights of lost sleep reading this riveting
tale. I simply could not put it down. This is an amazing story. I admire Mr. Ash's heroism as well
as his humor and humility and ultimately his humanity. Highly recommended!***** Among the top
five escapes books ever! By R. LaplanderAs a military historian and author, I search out good
books. It has been years since I have come across such a wonderful story that has held my
attention from start to finish as `Under the Wire' has. It now has a spot on my top shelf alongside
favorites I have revered for years.***** Humbly I give thanks By BrettThe book brought out so
many emotions in me...I laughed, I seriously shed a tear and I ended the book feeling totally
humbled. I've gone on about it so much that my wife is reading it now!***** A Wonderful read By



A. R. HancockTook it up on holiday and couldn't put it down. A true story and a wonderful
read.***** Loved it By C. MartinAs they waited in those tunnels for the right moment to escape, I
found myself holding my breath slightly as I waited with them so as not to use up their oxygen.

"Totally spellbinding. Bill Ash makes Steve McQueen look like Jim Carrey"- Alan Plater"A story of
bravery, humor and never-say-die"- The Times, London"Under the Wire makes the reader want
to stand up and cheer!"- Charles Rollings, Wire & Walls"One of the most inspirational stories I've
ever read. A wonderful book about a wonderful man"- Robert Elms, BBCAbout the AuthorBorn in
Dallas in 1917, WILLIAM ASH worked his way through school and college during the Great
Depression, graduating from the University of Texas at Austin, to the heights of elevator
operator, then Hobo.At the outbreak of war in Europe he rode the rails to Canada and enlisted in
the Royal Canadian Air Force in 1940. A Spitfire pilot, he saw action over England and France.
He was shot down near Calais in March 1942 and evaded the German forces for months with
help from the French Resistance but was captured and badly beaten by the Gestapo.Bill was
sent to a succession of POW camps in Occupied Europe from which he escaped on a regular
basis, becoming one of the greatest escapers of the war. At war's end, he was awarded an MBE
for his escaping activities and went on to work for the BBC in India and Britain. He became a
writer and a past Chair of the Writers Guild (GB). Married to the academic Ranjana Ash, he lives
in London where he stayed after the war.This account of his wartime adventures became a best-
seller in the UK and Tunnel King Ash observed "I've discovered the secret of success - all you
have to do is dig a hole and wait seventy years". He celebrated his 95th birthday in November
2012 with the publication of this, the first paperback edition in North America.Bill's friend and co-
author BRENDAN FOLEY grew up in Belfast and now divides his time between London and Los
Angeles, with his wife Shelly, also a writer. A former award-winning features journalist, Foley has
also written feature films including Johnny Was starring Vinnie Jones and The Riddle starring
Derek Jacobi and Vanessa Redgrave. He is now developing a feature film version of Under the
Wire.Recent reviews on Ebook Library.co.uk: ***** Under The Wire By Mike Goldwater. Under
the Wire is a wonderfully moving book. We journey with him through beautiful moments of
freedom as he discovers his ability as a flyer, refining his skills in combat as he weaves his
Spitfire across the skies, through appalling tortures by the Gestapo, to the terrifying
claustrophobia of tunnelling under the wire. Iit is almost impossible to put the book down. I
thoroughly recommend it.***** Excellent Read By Oldbiker. I've just read "Under The Wire" from
cover to cover,the dishes need doing,phone calls should have been made and there's no food in
the house. "Unputdownable" might be a horrible word, but it applies to William Ash's superb
book.
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Scott J, “Great book! Ash mixes his great un-squashable sense of humor with the amazing story
of his imprisonment and escapes during WWII. My daughter bought me this book as a
Christmas present. William Ash's story is inspiring and encouraging. He survived more than a
dozen escape attempts as an American POW held by the Germans during WWII. His stories of
the various camps and other facilities where he was detained, the near unbelievable ways the
men planned their various escapes, and the people who helped and interacted with him during
this time, are nothing short of amazing.The book was all the more enjoyable to read because of
William's fantastic sense of humor in the face of his extremely intimidating circumstances.
Example: "As I lay on the floor of a wretched Gestapo cell waiting to be shot the next morning, I
pondered the strange workings of a world in which an American boy, in the Canadian Air Force,
fighting for the British, was going to end up being shot by Germans in France. I tried to smile, but
it hurt too much."This is a great book and a fast and enjoyable (and amazing) read.”

Mr. Boz, “Excellent. I would have never heard of Bill Ash, except in a video of British fighter pilots,
Ashe’s Texas drawl stood out. I looked him up online and learned about the real “Cooler King”.
His memoir of his time as Hobo, a Canadian Fighter pilot and professional “escapeologist” is told
with great humanity and humor. One of the best war memoirs I have ever read.”

Felix Lamb, “A Jewel of a Read. "Under the Wire" has everything: history, adventure, thrills,
humanity, humor, wit, compassion, poignancy, and, most of all, thrilling, page-turning action. It
never strays from the essential story. It never tries to get too clever. It rivets from the opening
and never lets go. My father, whose birthday coincides with the publication date and who died
eighteen month ago at age 90, would have devoured it in one sitting, as he loved books about
WWII. It's the only negative about this book, that I could not share it with him, as I did every
other history book I read. When the final page is turned, one marvels at the indomitable fight in
these prisoners and their ingenious efforts at not only survival but escape. The hero of the book
should be canonized in the annals of wartime achievements.”

reality check, “American participant in the early days of WW2. There are many books on
consecration camps and POW camps, but this one is a page turner that holds ones interest.
From a boring young existance in a poor town and poor family, Mr Ash completes his comittment
to join and serve in the armed forces to fight Germany. I give him credit for his ability to
withstand abuse, hunger, and bad weather and still obtain his goal in life.  Very well done”

Burt, “This is a great book. A story about a Texas boy and .... This is a great book. A story about
a Texas boy and his suvival during the1930's depression and his desire to be a pilot. Went to
Canada to learn tofly, then England to fly the Spitfire. Then his shootdown over France in1941
and his days in many different prison camps and his many attemptsto escape. Many names of



famous flyers that he knew, worked with andhelped develop plans to become free again.Burt”

Anthony C. Alexander, “Superb WWII pilot/POW/escaper memoir. William Ash has a vivid and
engaging storytelling voice and, even more remarkably, a marvelous sense of humor, even when
discussing his interrogations and beatings by Gestapo thugs. His story is amazing, his courage
awe-inspiring. His journey travels from Depression Texas to the Battle of Britain to tunnel
escapes from POW camps in Poland and Lithuania. This is a very special WWII escape
memoir, and also increased my knowledge of great escapers like Jimmy Buckley and George
Grimson. It resonates with deeply felt emotion while being utterly devoid of the cliches of this
genre.  If you read only one memoir of a WWII escaper, make it this one.”

Londoner, “Enthralling true story of one man's outstanding courage. In the years between 1945
and around 1960 there appeared a swathe of 'What I did in the War' and 'Heroic Event'
biographies including many that were turned into successful movies including 'The Dambusters',
'Cockleshell Heroes', 'Reach for the Sky' and 'Sink the Bismarck' among a great many more.
'The Great Escape' and 'Enigma' which followed later were partly fictionalised versions of others
as was the TV series 'Colditz'. Over the following decades, the numbers of similar books
pertaining to WW2 grew fewer but others relating to more recent wars continue to appear.As the
numbers of surviving WW2 participants is now growing increasingly smaller a few more of this ilk
are beginning to appear, sometimes from long-lost diaries and other written records, and 'Under
the Wire' is a recently published story of one of the many experienced pilots and volunteers from
the USA who offered their services to the Allies to aid Britain at a time of its greatest need - it
then stood alone as the sole defender against Nazi intentions towards total European
domination.Bill Ash is not a name previously known or mentioned as one of the many known
WW2 heroes. He volunteered for the RAF in 1940 and flew Spitfires, possibly the most iconic
aircraft of its day, and was shot down in 1942 and captured by the Germans having been
betrayed. The book is the story of that portion of his life including periods of torture, being
sentenced to death as a presumed spy, reprieved but later sent to the infamous Stalag Luft III
where he encountered Douglas Bader (the subject of 'Reach for the Sky') and several of those
actually involved in the real 'Great Escape'. He, himself, was involved in several escape
attempts.The book is the story of just five years of one man's life. It includes tales of his sorties
and exploits including some against the famous German battleship 'Scharnhorst' although the
bulk of his story is concentrated on his years of captivity and eventual release after the collapse
of the German regime. It isn't one purely of heroism, although surviving the intensity of his
situation required a degree of tenacity, self-discipline and courage. The chance to 'get one over'
on his captors not just once but repeatedly may have had some advantages, too.The story is
very readable and displays the character of the man, moving from the despair of being shot
down, being hunted, betrayed and imprisoned, and ultimately his time spent in captivity and his
attempts to return home. Although there were many thousands who had broadly similar



experiences, not all were able to return home; some were lost along the way.The book is a
thoroughly interesting and engaging read. It has several illustrations, some of which are very
familiar and much-used in other publications. Recommended!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Exceptional. Texan Bill Ash crossed the border into Canada in 1940 to
escape a life of poverty as a jobless hobo. Partly out of principle and partly to get enough to eat,
he volunteered for the RAF - an action that cost him his citizenship because the US was
staunchly neutral at the time. He came to Europe and saw combat as a Spitfire pilot in the
RAF.Shot down in 1942, he spent the rest of the war in prisoner of war camps where he rubbed
shoulders with many of the fifty servicemen who were to be murdered by the Gestapo in the
aftermath of the Great Escape. Ash made numerous escape bids of his own, and became so
familiar with solitary confinement that he is said by some to be the model for Steve McQueen's
"cooler king" character in the film The Great Escape.This book is another in a crop of memoirs
penned by veterans of World War II in their twilight years, but it is exceptional in several ways.
Ash is candid about his motives for fighting; he reveals hot-headed fury at those who had started
the war, something unusual in a generation of writers who tend to censor the emotional content
of their work. Never afraid to reveal his feelings, Ash is always witty and ironic: he has a dry and
humorous style, and while this book is thoroughly modern and easy to read, it evokes wartime
life as vividly as if it were yesterday.I recommend this riveting book, which compares favourably
with Jeffrey Wellum's recent masterpiece First Light.”

HAPPYBICHON, “AWESOME reading courage abounding. The reading of this book was
definitely NOT PUT DOWNABLE (I know grammar is incorrect) but the book was simply the
best.”

Moona, “Fantastic read. One of the best books I have ever read about the great escapers.the
bravery and sheer determination of William is unbelievable. Without these characters I think that
the evil of Hitler regime may have overcome us. We owe a great debt of gratitude to William and
many others of his ilk to enjoy the freedom we have today.”

Alan C, “Brilliant book about a highly unusual man. Brilliant book about a highly unusual man.
His comments on Wg Cdr Paddy Barthropp DFC, a great Battle of Britain pilot when in the hands
of the Gestapo, are worth the cost of the book alone', but there is so much more that makes for
vital reading for all interested in the great days of the RAF, well before a succession of idiot
politicians emasculated it, and our country with it. Paddy Barthropp once said "If I'd known what
these people were going to do with my country I'd have joined the f.......... Luftwaffe!”

The book by Brendan Foley has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 180 people have provided feedback.
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